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ABSTRACT
Information technology refers to the use of computer,
microelectronics and telecommunication to help us produce, obtain
and send information in form of pictures, words or numbers more
reliably, quickly and economically. The recent trends of
increasing operational expenses, increasing competition,
international funds transfer and profitability in the banking
industry speed up the application of information technology in
various functional areas inside a bank. These areas include
retail banking, bank office automation, international payment
system and office system.
Af ter conducting in-depth telephone and personal interviews with
various types of banks and computer vendors, the authors
identify two potential areas for further applications of
information technology, namely, the customer information system
and self-service banking. The application in the customer
information system can be concentrated in the areas of loans,
credit checking, marketing and personal/account data of
retail/corporate accounts. Self-service electronic banking is
the initiating, capturing, posting and completing a banking
transaction without the direct involvement of a bank employee or
the direct use of a paper document. We are proposing in this
paper that the fundamental direction for self-service banking in
the future is to functionally bring together the point of
transaction initiation and the point of posting. This will
eliminate inefficient bridge including paper based
transactions, paying to and receiving from tellers and tradition
delivery facilities.
The authors also try to evaluate the impact of information
technology on staff. It is worth pointing out that although the
content of job may have altered substantially, we still need much
the same type of people to perform them. With respect to the
computer vendors, it is suggested that a set of strategies should
be adopted in coping with the changes in the banking industry.
In the medium to longer term, the imaginative use of information
technology will enable banks to compete more effectively with
other institutions in the provision of financial services. The
development of self-service banking and point-of-sale terminals
in stores allow a significant volume of banking activities to be
initiated from the business offices instead of banks.
Finally, it is recommended that banks should regard themselves as
being in the information business and not to limit their
consideration to their existing classification of services. And
most important of all, is to do the business profitably.
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A. What the Word Information Technology Actually Means
Many readers, seeing the reference to computers and
telecommunications, will have concluded that Information
Technology is no more than replacing jargon for what we
used to call automation or data processing. In fact,
these two are only examples of Information Technology.
In its board sense, Information Technology refers to the
use of computers, microelectronics and telecommunication
to help us produce, obtain and send information in form
of pictures, words or numbers more reliably, quickly and
economically.
B. The Banking Industry in Hong Kong and the Need of I.T.
Being one of the largest financial centers in the Far
East, bankers from all over the world have their
establishments in Hong Kong. These together with the
local banks form a significant portion of the total
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business sector in terms of asset value, net income and
employment.
128No. of licensed bank
( in operation 1982 )
$ 596,588 millionTotal Assets
361NO. of deposit taking companies
( in operation 1982)
$ 266,519 millionTotal Assets
During 1982, a further nine banking licenses were
granted, bringing the number of licensed banks to 131, of
which 35 are local companies. The banks maintain 1474
offices in Hong Kong. In addition, there are 115
representative offices of foreign banks.
Besides serving the corporate customers, the banks have
to deal with the ever-increasing transaction volume of
the the five million population society. The banks have
to find a low cost and efficient way to operate in order
to compete and survive.
The physical handling of money and financial information
in the form of cash( notes and coins), checks and other
paper is being progressively replaced by the handling of
such information by Information Technology. Furthermore,
the imaginative use of Information Technology will enable
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banks to compete successfully with other institutions in
the provision of financial services. A wide range of new
products: card-activated ATMs, point of sales terminal
and home banking services allow a significant volume of
banking activities to be initated from the home or
business office using remote banking systems.
It will be important for banks to regard themselves as
being in the information business and not to limit their
considerations to their existing classification of
services.
C. The Scope of Study
The authors are interested in investigating the present
utilization of Information Technology in specific banking
operations that they considered as vital elements for
individual banks to compete in the business.
I. Internal Aspect- Credit/Customer Information System
The increasing number of companies going into
insolvency have reminded the bankers that it is time
to impose stricker policy in monitoring their
customers' credit status, not only to minimize the
amount of losses on uncollected bad debts, but also to
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improve the individual bank's profitability.
The present Credit Information System of most of the
banks involves numerous paperwork of credit proposals,
filing of customers' financial statements and ratios
which is uneasy for the loan officers to gather
concise and accurate financial pictures of their
accounts. The need for an effective and efficient way
to collect credit information calls upon an on-line
real-time system to be instaled. This will provide the
loan officers with more objective judgement instead of
the present "managerial judgemen"t based lending
procedures.
II. External Aspects- Better Ways to Serve the
Individual Customers
As individual customers are seeking greater control
over their financial affairs and greater convenience,
this suggest the move towards an increased degree of
self-service banking by individuals. Individual
banks need to be able to respond more quickly to
their customers' needs in their own chosen
cost-effective ways, especially in a suitation of
increasing competition with new entrants into the
financial services business as well as other banks.
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Banks 'individually, as well as collectively, are
giving considerable thought to further development of
electronics banking services such as the use of
card-activated point-of-sale terminals, home banking
and more generally, remote banking.
One of the major successes of the self-service
banking in Hong Kong can be recognized by the
increasing number of installations of ATMs, both by
individual bank( e. g. the Citicard) as well as
banking networks( e.g. the Hong Kong Bank- Hang
Seng Bank ATMs). During 1983, Bank of China spent
US$ 5 million on 100 NCR 1780 ATMs and a pair of NCR
V-8555 Model II computers. It, together with its
sister banks, account for about half of all JETCO
ATMs instaled which had more than 200 ATMs instaled
by 1983.( JETCO is the name standard for Joint
Electronic Teller Service Company formed in 1982 by
four banks- Bank of East Asia, Chekiang First Bank,
Shanghai Commerical Bank and Wing Lung Bank. They
have now been joined by Kwong On Bank as well as by
Chase and Bank of China.)
The authors are interested in the feasibility of
home banking being adopted in Hong Kong. One of Hong
Kong's neighbouring countries, Singapore have
reported on the success of the first Telebank
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instaled by the United Overseas hank. to use the
service, the user simply need to pick up the phone
and punch in a bank number and wait for instructions.
This provides 24 hours a day, seven days a week
services that allows customers to pay bills, examined
bank balance, request current account statements and
even change personal account number by pressing the
designated keys on the press-button telephone set.
III. The Equipment Suppliers and equipment users
The authors are also interested in knowing the
relationship between equipment vendors and users in
the way that "What vendors can supply and what users
required them to supply?". Thinking of beautiful
and marketable financial services from the bank
without considering the ability and wilingness on
the supply side is certainly a hinderance for the
advancement of Information Technology in banking.
The suitation is similar when equipment vendors can
supply nice machines which nobody is going to use
due to, e.g. cost/performance, confidence in the
machine, etc.
The authors are aiming at arriving at a
recommendation to the bankers and equipment vendors
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The classification of the banks of Hong Kong into three
catergories: foreign banks, local banks and Chinese banks
enables a more detail study on the strategies and
objectives used by banks with different management styles
and their willingness to accept advance information
technology.
Chinese BanksLocal BanksForeign Banks
Bank of ChinaHongkong Banke. g. Citibank
Heng Seng BankChase
B. Que s tionaire
The authors intend to gather feedback from the individual
bank concerning their present stage of using Information
Technology and on questions of the "Where are we?"
category. Two sets of questionaire, one for the bankers
and the other for the equipment vendors, were drawn and
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interviews conducted through telephone, the most wiuely
use of Information Technology in daily life, in light of
higer accuracy and reliability of the information that
will be gathered.
The results were analysed and provided the authors with
relevant information for further investigation.













C. Follow- Up Interviews
After the questionaire peroid, the autnors selected banks
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and equipment vendors from the reponses in their first
phase of the research that were representatives of the
respective groups for follow-up in depth personal
interviews.
The authors discussed the research findings which were
obtained from the bankers with the equipment vendors, and
the opinion from the vendors were also received.
D. Literature Review
A thorough review on foreign countries banking operations
were made in light of understanding the similarities and
differences between Hong Kong and rest of world





IN BANKING IN ALL OVER THE WORLD
A. The Growing Importance of Information Technology
With the advent of microcomputer and microelectronics,
banks have been making use of information technology for
many years. It is upwards of 20 years since United
Kingdom banks started to automate their basic operations
and more than 10 years since some of them linked the last
of their branches to the computer. A considerable
proportion of those working in them will never have
experienced any form of branch book-keeping other than
the automated variety.
It would be misleading in the extreme to suggest that the
banks, or even the finance sector as a whole, have been
alone in blazing this trail: momentary reflection would
be sufficient to dispel any such idea. If, however, you
are well up with front runners, it is not altogether easy
to get a view of the field as a whole were we able to do
so, we would see that the field is thinner and more
strung out than might have been supposed. Until recent
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years there was a possible alibi in that even the
smallest computer was reliant upon equipment from a
bygone age. All that, however, is changing.
The advent of microelectronics, and the microchip in
particular, has opened up whole new vistas. Whereas
computing and telecommunications were once the preserves
of the big and powerful company, they are now wide open
to virtually all comers. Nor must it be implied that the
impact is limited to these areas. The chip gets
everywhere. It is liable to turn up as the control
mechanism in say, a washing machine or to contribute to
the manufacturing process by which that machine is
produced. It is opening the way for new processes and
new or improved products in the office, the shop, the
school, the home and throughout every walk of life.
B. Information Technology and Bank Services
I. The Operating Trends in Banking
Back in April. 19 77 Mr. J.M. Williamson, in his
capacity as the Deputy Director of the Inter-Bank
Research Organisation in U.K., wrote an article in
the Journal entitled 'Developments in Bank System:
Implications for Branches'. In that article, he
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listed four reasons why the subject o iuLU e
developments in banks systems should be of interest
to bank staff. The reasons he gave were the
resources involved, the trends in costs, business
policy and planning. Although we are now seven years
from the date when that article was published, much
of what he wrote still applies. It is still true
that some 60% to 70% of the banks' resources are
engaged in the supportive and money transmission
systems of banking. The trends in costs are still
increasing at a rate which makes cost containment a
high priority for all banks. The significantly
increased competitiveness between banks over the few
years (possibly the greatest single change in money
transmission over that period) means that it is more
important than ever to be developing systems and
services which will lead to success in the market
place, and it goes without saying that changes of
magnitude envisaged cannot be achieved without
significant planning. Moreover cost-effectiveness
will be of crucial importance and there is,
therefore, a continuing and increasing need for the
use of information technology in banking.
Despite expenditure of huge amount of money spent by
banks on computers and related equipment, and the
development of electronic funds transfer and plastic
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card systems, the volume of paper work handled by
banks continue to grow and will continue to do so as
more and more people open bank accounts and as people
with existing accounts use them for more purposes.
Also there is a significant potential for the
transfer from the use of cash to other means of
payments.
We can summarize the recent trends in banking as
follows:
1. Increasing operational expenses
2. Increasing competition
3. Global, funds transfer/information trend
4. Profitability/pricing emphasis
These trends in banking, in fact, speed up the
application of information technology in various
function areas inside a bank.
II. Application of Information Technology in Banking
We can note the areas of application of information
technology in the banking industry as follows:
1. Retail banking
2. Bank office automation
3. Home/Self service banking
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4. International funds transfer
5. Office system
Retail banking - One of the earliest development in
the use of computers in banking covered the handling
of cheques. This was to overcome the problems of
handling growing volumes. At the time when it was
decided to automate the cheque clearing in the early
1960s, the daily volumes exchanged were approximately
one million. Such was the rate of growth in the use
of cheques that it would have been impossible to
handle the volume without some form of automation.
In 1981 in U.K., the volume of cheques exchanged
between the clearing banks was six million per day.
Although the banks are now employing more staff
handling the clearings than they were in the
mid-1960s, the increase in staff numbers has not
grown nearly at the same pace as the volume of paper.
By the installation of more powerful processing
equipment, and taking advantage of the benefits of
automation, today's volumes are being handled
successfully. However, despite all the other changes
that are taking place, volumes continue to rise and
it is necessary continuously to review the systems
involved in cheques clearing and to consider other
ways of exchanging the information.
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Bank office automation- One of the recent
developments in the use of information technology
extends into areas of bank operations which were
previously thought not to be appropriate for
computing facilities. The commercial use of
computers grew originally out of a need for
high-speed, large-scale calculations and evolved into
handling large volumes of data. One of the reasons
for this evolutionary path was the high cost of the
equipment and the need to handle significant volumes
of data to justify that cost. More recent
technological developments have given rise to
outstanding improvements in performance of equipment
which has come down in price to a level where it can
be considered for use in small- to medium- sized
offices and not only in large scale clerical and
administrative functions. It is not all that long
ago since it was relatively unusual for electric
typewriters to be used extensivly, and we are now in
the position with word processors where we were with
electric typewriters some 15 years ago. The use of
word processors, which started either high volume
relatively repetitive typing, such as routine letters
to customers or job applicants, has evolved through
their use for report and legal document production,
to being simply a more efficient and time saving
meaning of producing typewritten document. They are
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still only the first step in the larger development
of the automated office, and some banks are currently
experimenting with use of information technology to
replace much, if not all, of the clerical
record keeping, communication by letter or memo and
file notes about customers' affairs.
A trend that has been taking place over recent
years, and which is likely to accelerate in pace over
the next few years, is the convergence of a number of
facets of the whole range of information
technological developments. With the development of
terminal systems and the use of telecommunication
facilities, the banks have installed sophisticated
networks of dedicated lines for the purposes of data
communication. Many, if not all, of these
communication lines are duplicated for voice
communication and a complementary network of voice
channels is growing up. The similarity between
systems for data and voice extends to the modern
telephone exchange which is difficult to
differentiate from a computer system and has many
similarities to process control equipment in an
industrial environment. In the foreseeable future
the integration of voice and data networds is likely
and will provide not only economic use of facilities
but also opportunities for electronic mail on a
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international scale.
Home/Self service banking- An area of banking
activity which has seen a significant growth rate
over the past five years is self- service banking as
provided by automated teller machines (ATMs) and,
more recently in some banks, by terminal on the
counter. Although banks in some countries have
entered into ATM development as a co-operative
venture, banks have seen it as a compeitiive
activity. The reasons for installing ATMs come under
two headings, namely, service and branch workload.
With ATMs it is possible for banks to provide
significantly extended hours of service at little or
no additional cost. Judging by the length of queues,
people seem willing to stand in order to obtain
service from ATMs. The pressure on branch counters
must have been reduced or, at worst, the rate of
growth of pressure must have been reduced, with a
corresponding reduction in back office work.
Different banks have taken different marketing
approaches so far as the range of services is
concerned, with some limiting their services to cash
withdrawal and balance enquiries whilst others are
providing a much wider range of services including
statement and cheque book ordering, acceptance of
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deposits, bill payment and account to account
transfers and so on. It is obviously desirable to
capture data at the earliest possible moment in the
whole banking cycle in order to meet the objective of
reducing paper volumes and, as a result of the
increased security which results from on-line
operation, to reduce the level of fraud. There is no
doubt that, with the introduction of plastic cards
and the obvious acceptance by the public of the use
of machines, there will be an increasing trend
towards the use of other customer operated devices,
of which the counter terminal is only the first.
International funds transfer- In the international
field, banks in many countries can point to a major
success in the international payments system known as
SWIFT (Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial
Telecommunication). The development of this system
during the mid-1970s, which evolved from a
co-operative venture involving initially some 68
banks in 11 countries to current position where there
are 900 member banks in 40 countries, has
revolutionised the handling of international payment
instructions. The British banks have played a
leading role in the development of this system, and
Great Britian was one of the first three countries to
start using the system on its first day of operation
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in May 1977. After the United States and Germany,
the British banks are the next biggest users of the
system. To ensure that the SWIFT system is used in
the most possible efficient way, the banks have
developed their own automated systems for creating
payment messages either from customers' instructions
or as a result of their own dealing and payment
activities. In addition to speeding up the
transmission of payment instructions, SWIFT provides
much needed standardisation of information and
facilities for reconciliation of accounts with
overseas correspondents.
Office system- From the internal point of view,
banks also utilize information technology in coping
with the increasing work load. Such applications
include:
1. wording processing
2. personalized customer letter
3. message/ memo routing
4. filing
5. calendar management
6. communication both inter and intra-offices
After applying information technology to various
areas in the banking industry, the integrated banking










TREND OF COMPUTERIZATION IN BANKING IN HONG KONG
Just as other companies and organisation of all size are
turning to technology to assist them in their affairs, banks
are exporing the various possibilities to apply Imformation
Technology to their industry. Thus there is a very pressing
need on the part of customers, as well as banks, to handle
the increasing number of their transactions effectively,
securely and at minimum cost. Even the smaller companies can
now afford buying off-the-shelf computer and systems to
enable them to administer their business effectively and to
automate accounting, bills payments and receipts processing.
Therefore, it is understandable that both the banks and
computer vendors will put great efforts in computerizing
different functional areas in banking. But before looking
at the present stage, the authors intend to generalize the
past trend of computerization in the banking industry in
Hong Kong first. Then, we will look at the present and
future trends based on the information that were gathered
through personal interviews and telephone interviews.
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A. Phase I•- Off-Line Batch Processing System
Transactions on each account are being processed in an
off-line manner. Each account information is put on a
s epe rate file on magnetic tape. The concept of database
is not used by banks at that moment and file processing
is the main stream at that time. These are the
characteristics of work in the 1960s.
B. Phase I I- First Stage On-Line Banking System
( Seperate On-Line Banking System)
Under this kind of system, intenrnal information system
for management differs from customers' transactions.
Off-line processing system is used for internal
management system and management information files are
stored in magnetic tapes. For customers' transactions,
on-line processing system is used to update account
information files which are stored seperately on magnetic
disks.
C. Phase III- Second Stage On-Line banking System
( Total On-Line Banking System)
At this stage, both the management information and
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customer information are processed on-line. Customer
information files and management information files are
stored in magnetic disk. Database concept is introduced
to the banking industry and file processing is out-dated.
D. Present Status and Future Devel opment
The physical handling of money and financial information
in the form of cash( notes and coin)., checks and other
paper is being progressively replaced by the handling of
such information by information technology. The process
is ready and progressive but where and when it takes
place depends on the costs and benefits of change. It is
not change for its own sake but only where it is
cost-effective.
Then, there are trends in customers' behaviour. We must
avoid the common error of examining changes in banking as
if the world was standing still. It is not. Just as banks
are making extensive use of the new technology so are
their corporate customers- large, medium and now, small.
They, too, have great incentives to achieve higher
efficiency. Furthermore, the social attitudes and values
of private individuals are changing- in regard to
technology and its use, as well as everything else. In
general, there are two underlying trends in customers'
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behaviour:
- individual customers are seeking greater control
over their financial affairs and greater
convenience.
- corporate customers are seeking greater control
over their financial affairs and greater
administarive efficiency.
It is these and related trends which suggest the move
towards an increased degree of self-service banking by
individuals and to improve corporate cash management( in
its broadest interpretation) by corporate customers.
Accompanying these trends in the banks' and customers'
behaviour are particularly important trends in:
I. the relationship between banks (and other
institutions providing financial services)
II. the relationship between banks and customers.
Individual banks need to be able to respond more quickly
to their customers' requirement in their own chosen cost
effective ways, in a suitation of increasing competition
from new entrants into the financial services business as
well as other banks. The very important consequence of
this will be the progressive reduction in agreements
between all banks on the use of technology, to those
concerned with the exchange of data between banks. How
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banks conduct their business with customers will be
almost entirely a matter for competition between them,
though banks may well choose to form commerical groupings
in regard to particular services, from time to time.
Similarly, the widening range of means whereby banks will
deliver services to customers will have a progressive
influence on the relationships between banks and
customers. It will be appropriate to speak of the points
of access to financial services- in which branches will
still pay an important part, but increasingly over access
points, such ATMs and business terminals, will become
more and more important.
In terms of the usage of computer, it is no longer limit
to the purpose of data processing. Many computer vendors
are trying to integrate various functions of computer.




iv. Text processing and
v. Graphic processing.
It will be most benef itial to bankers if every branch in
different countries is connected together through
electronic devices and every branch is able to send this
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type of electronic document to another branch.
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CHAPTER 5
POTENTIAL AREA OF APPLICATIONS
CUSTOMER INFORMATION SYSTEM
Banks have significantly contributed to the development of
EDP products, by being pilot users for many of them(
tabulators, magnetic ink or optical character readers, disk
storage devices, computer output microfilm, terminals or
transaction processing), as they have been dramaticaly
benefited by these EDP products. They continue to be pioneer
users for data base management systems( integrated and
distributed data bases), automated terminals( non-attended
), international networks of computers, page printing
systems, and other hardware and software products. The
reasons, of course, for these pioneering efforts and the
pilot-user profile, stem from their high growth potential,
the need for improved performance, the acute requirements
for security and privacy, and generally their long
experience with EDP systems. Certainly the banks had also
the financial resources needed to support their operations
in EDP.
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A. Why Internal Information Systems
Owing to the competitive environment nowadays, the
profits resulted from providing financial services to the
clients are squeezed to so thin a margin that the banks
are seeking for better ways to improve profits margin.
There exist a need for a constant improvement of the
cost/performance ratio and development of better computer
and terminal systems, so as to retain a good and
continuous gain in productivity.
The goals for setting up information centre at a bank
are:
I. Improvement of Customer Services.
- Reduction of waiting time
- Drawing facility at any branch
- Timely access to up-to-date information
- Faster collection of customer data by
management
II. Improvement of Productivity
- Limitation of paper volume and flow
- Ability to service increasing transaction
volume
- Reduction of cost per transaction
- Simplification and standardization of documents
and procedures
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Automatic acquisition of accounting
transactions
III. Improvement of Working Conditions
- Unification of procedures and equipment
- Development of communication facilities
- Easier availability of statical and accounting
reports
The goals for improvement of productivity is of vital
importance since most banks find themselves operating at
very low profits with some of their lines of business and
these lines are regarded as the basic services of any
standard banking institution. From the information
gathered, the Automatic Teller Machines services provided
by most of the banks are operating at a loss but they
have to keep the ATMs because of the competition with
other banks. The losses from the ATMs services, anyway,
have to be covered by improving the productivity in other
areas of business.
B. Justification of The Customer Information System
A cost/performance justification customer information
system will have to concentrate on the following areas:
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I. Loans
The system should be able to accomo da to different
types of loans concerning an individual client. These
includes commerical loans, mortage/ real estate
loans, collateral records and loans reporting.
II. Credit Checking
Up-to-the moment credit information are expected to
be kept by the system to provide the credit officers
with information for loans application, extension and
other relating activities. The Customer Information
System is expected to be connected on-line with the
transaction system. together with submi t tion of
financial reports from the account to keep the
information up-to-date. Listings of questionable
accounts are to be generated at intervals to lending
officers informed. Besides, providing peroidic
reports, the system should also include provisions
for on-line queries originated from the loans
officers at any time.
III. Marketing
Tailored made financial packages can be provided for
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individual profitable account using the information
originated from the Customer Information System.
IV. Personal/Account Data of Corporate/Retail AccountE
With to day s advance technology, detail
personal/account data can be kept at little extra
cost and these data are useful in making loan
granting decisions.
C. Benefits of the Customer Information System







D. Set Up of the Customer Information System
I. Concepts
An information system may be indentified as the
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correlation of two entitles:
- A cemtral processing and storage unit (CENTRE).
- A set of peripheral/operating units
(REMOTE LOCATIONS).
The CENTRE represents a selected and organized set of
information about events already accomplished (THE
PAST).
The REMOTE LOCATION represents the spontaneous events
in each instant of time (THE PRESENT). The
information system continuously correlates these two
entites and produces in REAL-TIME:
- The up-dating of past situations caused by the
introduction of new data.
- The control and organization of new data
according to what is already stored.
The fundamental components of an information system
are:
- the CENTRAL DATA BASE
- THE DATA COMMUNICATION SYSTEM.
The CENTRAL DATA BASE in an organized collection of
all information relevant to the operating units and to
the processing of their decisions. It is the
organization of the information which defines the
intelligence of the information system.
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The DATA COMMUNICATION SYSTEM is responsible for the
intrepretation and routing of requests of remote
locations the proper destination.
The data communication system interacts with the
central data base by means of TRANSACTIONS.
II. Central Data Base Characteristics
Essential characteristics of the central data base
are the possibility to access randomly each
individual item, or information stored, and the
capability to change and expand within the existing
organization of information.




The data is stored in one, or more, physical data
base. A physical data base is the collection of
information that may be accessed through one key.
Information in two, or more, physical data base may
be related to each other, and by means of these
logical relationships, information entities may be
accessed through other than the normal (primary) key.
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III. Customer Information System
The key of individual record is usually formed
through an algorithm from names (persons, companies,
etc) and other personal data. The information
contents are names, addresses, customer prof ile,
profitability, amount due, date due, interest rates,
credit rating classification, etc.
The relationships defined are:
- other customer keys connecting with this
customer(joint accounts, associated
companies, etc.)
- accounts belonging to this customer
(saving, loan, etc.)
- Documents associated with this customer
(drafts, letter of guarantee, cheques, etc).
Most of the documents are in paper form
and some of them can be stored in the
computer system using electronic mailing
facilities.( e.g. CHASE's INFOCASH,
CITIBANK's CITI-CASH-MANAGER)
IV. Centralized or Decentralized System
Many banks in Hong Kong have branches located over
large geographical areas, who have operated ON-LINE
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systems for several years, have noticed that there is
a greater concentration of transactions to the local
branches. Thus the question of having centralized
transaction processing via a very big computer system
and many communication lines connecting all terminals
to the central computer aries. Some banks uses
distributed computer installations( e.g. using PCs
to take up part of the work load) and some still
remain fixed to the centralized system concept.
Certainly there is a need to have a central data base
that must be daily updated in order to reflect the
bank and customers status.
Arguments for centralization:
1. Economy
- reduction of instalation and operating costs
(investments and staff).
- maximum use of larger computer system.
2. Security
- by concentration of necessary investments for a
high-level operational security.
- lower risk of interruption due to fewer
telecommunication elements.
3.Working• Conditions
- better coordination with and assistance from
supplier and telephone company.
- synergy resulting from concentration of
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development and operation specialists.
Arguments favoring de-centralization
I. Economy
- better productivity in smaller organization.
- quicker responses than via-network requests.
- optimization of resources easier at regional
level.
- limitations and constraints of central
computer systems.
2. Security
- division of risks and lower vulnerability
- limitation of impact in case of power or line
failure, strike s, etc.
3. Efficiency/ Creativity
- faster solution of specific local problems
(e.g. loan granting).
- better coherence with the organizational
structure.
- autonomy of decision generates dynamism.
- motivation to improve local operations.
De-centralization of operations by many banks is a
consequences of their continuous expansion and a means of
the full integration of EDP into the basic structure. It
is materialized through the transfer of operations and
decisions to the reginoal (branches) level while the
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collective task are processed centrally. Thus besides the
central EDP syt ems, several small-scale regional EDP
systems which serves as transaction processors for the
region( having their own local data files) and are
connected, by high speed lines to the central EDP system.
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CHAPTER 6
POTENTIAL AREA FOR FUTURE
DEVELOPMENT- SELF-SERVICE BANKING
A. Feasibility of Home Banking in Hong Kong
Before looking at the potential of implementing the
concept of self-service banking in Hong Kong, the authors
would like to introduce the concept of telebanking and
Singapore will be taken as an example.
Home banking arrived in Singapore in 1983 and United
Overseas Bank was the first to introduce it. Called
Telebank, the service enables customers, free of charge,
to make certain banking transactions from their home or,
in fact, any place that has a push botton phone.
The new developemnt represents the beginning of the
finance industry's move into electronic banking. Whether
it will precipitate a surge of high technology in
Singapore banking or only prompt a wait-and-see attitude
remains to be seen. But already, several local
institutions have made inquiries, and the Post Office
Saving Bank is in the midst of negotiations with the
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Telecommunications Authority (TAS) for a similar project.
To use the service, all that is needed is to pick up a
phone, punch in a bank number and wait for the
instructions.
'Good evening. Welcome to Telebank. Please enter your
account number and press the hex key'. With that
computerized blurb, the customer has been plugged into
the interface unit at the bank's headquarters.
The command given over the phone is the first in a series
of instructions. The voice then asks for the customer's
personal account number, followed by a request for a
transaction code to be punched in. When the customer
confirms it is new cheque book, for instance, that is
required, the voice says: 'Your request for a cheque book
has been accepted. Thank you'
Ordering a cheque book is only one of five possible
transactions. The 24-hour, seven-days-a-week service
also allows customers to pay bills to pre-authorized
companies, examine bank balances, request current account
statements and even change personal account number.
Although making transactions by telephone is a boon to
the lazy consumer, other banks in Singapore think this
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service gimmicky and attention grabbing. At most,
competing institutions admit they are watching the
development carefully.
Home banking certainly saves time for customers-as well
as the bank. There needs be no more long queues waiting
for a teller, no more trips to the post office for stamps
and no more visits to the 27 government department and
private companies (such as the Public Utilities Board,
Telecom, hotels and department stores) that have signed
up with Telebank, to pay bills.
The service is also easy to operate and is available in
any location that has a push button phone. Most
important, because the system is activated by a private
number known only to the customer, banking by telephone
is safe.
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Audio data response Digital data-
response
Steps
1. TeleBank user ring TeleBank number.
2. Call goes through telephone exchange.
3. Telephone exchange connects call to Computer Interface
Unit (CIU).
4. CIU greets caller and asks caller to enter account
number.
5. TeleBank user keys in accounts number which goes via
the telephone exchange to CIU.
6. CIU translates to digital information for central
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computer.
7. Central computer verifies account number and asks caller
to enter the secret personal number. The secret number
will be encrypted before the transaction can proceed.
This is done to ensure that the number is known only
to the customer- even the bank does not know the
number.
8. After the caller enters his personal number, the tran-
sactions can be performed using the same procedure.
Singapore is very similar to Hong Kong in many aspects.
Therefore, the introduction of TeleBank in Singapore
leads the bankers in Hong Kong investigate the
possibility of introducing the same concept into Hong
Kong. However, many problems are being faced by banks in
Hong Kong. One of which is the cost of running such a
home-banking system. Innovations in electronic banking
involve large capital outlays. Therefore, careful
cost/benefit analysis must be done by banks before they
actually install the necessary software and hardware to
implement such concept.
As equipment becomes more and more sophisticated, not
only will internal hardware, computer terminals and
card-reading machines have to be installed in banks, they
will also have to be installed in the homes of customers.
So, the customer-acceptance is another important
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consideraton in implementing this idea. It seems that,
at least at the present moment, only customers at
corporate level will accept this concept. In addition,
because the customers are connected to banks through
telephone exchange. It will be a different matter when
more complicated processes than merely picking up a
telephone are involved. So, implementation of
home-banking in Hong Kong depends not only on the bank
and customer sides but also government regulation as well
as the availability of good quality telephone line.
These considerations, together with the fact that there
are banks everywhere along the street, make home-banking
less attractive in Hong Kong. It is expected that, at
least in the near future, home-banking will not be
introduced into Hong Kong.
B. Feasibility of Self-Service Banking in Hong Kong
I. What is Self-Service Banking
As the name implies, self-service electronic banking
is the initiating, capturing, posting and completing
a banking transaction without the direct involvement
of a bank employee or the direct use of a paper
document.
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II. Premises for Self-Service Banking
1. Corporate banking is under heavy pressure
The operation of bank is getting more and more
difficult because over the past few years, it was
facing with the problem of:
i. declining in deposit growth rates
ii. increasing competition within and outside the
industry
iii. highly sophisticated and demanding customer.
2. Retailing banking is increasing in importance.
We can see that the retail banking sector is
increasing in its importance based on the following
reasons:
i. Major and growing source of deposits
Based on the Federal Reserve data and the estimates
made by major banks, the major and growing sources of
deposit come from the retail side rather than from
the large corporate clients. The actual estimates
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1980 1990 1980 1990
Commercial Banks All Depository Institutions
When we consider only the commerical banks,, in 1980,
58% of the overall deposit came from the retail side
while the rest came from commercial. It is estimated
that in 1990, the retail sector will take a more
important role in term of deposit taking, for that
71% of the overall deposit will come from the retail
side. This trend is also true when we consider all
the depository institutions. The proportion of
deposit that come from the retail side will increase
from 72% in 1980 to an estimate of 89% in 1990.
ii. Major and increasing customer for credit services
Estimates from the Federal Reserve also reveal that
the retail sector is growing in its importance in
term of the demand for credit service.
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The estimates are presented in the following diagram.
67%59%41% 51%
retail I retail)retail retail
41% 33%59% 49%
comme rcialcommar`cial
1980 1990 19 80 19 90
All Depository InstitutionsCommercial Banks
In 1980, credit services are mainly granted to
commercial account, 59% of the total loans amounts in
commercial banks and 41% of the total loans amounts
in all depository instituations. In 1990, however,
the retail sector is going to take the commercial
account ahead, over 50% of the total loan amount will
be made through retail sector.
These two trends evidence the growing importance of
retail banking and it seems that special efforts have
to be put in the retail banking sector.
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III. Other Factors Lead to Self-Service Banking
1. Paper processing cost
In 1980, there are 47.7 billion items which need
manual processing and paper work in the banking
industry. Without further computerization, this
figure will rise to 81.6 billion items and total cost










2. Personnel cost growth
It is estimated that the number of employees in the
banking industry will increase from 1.5 millions in
1980 to 2.6 millions in 1990 with total personnel










The total number of bank offices in 1980 is 53,500.
This number is expected to exceed 80,000 with total









All of the trends and factors mentioned above
intensify the need for a self-service banking system
in Hong Kong. The authors are now going to
investigate the future fundamental direction for the
self-service banking.
IV. Fundamental Direction to Self-Service Banking
The fundamental direction is to functionally bring
together the point of transaction initiation and the
point of posting. This will eliminate inefficient
"bridge" including paper based transactions, paying
to and receiving from tellers and tradition delivery
facilities. To implement the self-service banking
concept, new mechanisms are to be developed so as to
facilitate the electronic transactions and to
identify customer service representatives.
Diagramatically, this fundamental direction is
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The self-service mechanism may include one or more of the
following:
1. Automated teller machines (ATMS)- in addition to
usual financial transactions, ATM can also be
programmed to communicate messages to button pushers.
So, it is not unusual for ATM users to see such
things as weather forecasts, sports results, stock
market average and current loan rates on the CRTs.-
2. Merchant point-of-sale devices.
3. Corporate cash management.
4. Telephone bill payment.
Of cource, this is not a complete list for
self-service banking. However, it is worth to repeat
that the fundamental direction is to functionally
bring together the point of transaction initiation
and point of posting.
V. Benefit of Self-Service Banking
There are three major benefits of self-service
banking.
1. Improve competitive posture by developing a market
leadership and image, enhance servicing
relationships, matching technology trends and also
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enable relationship banking.
2. Enhance customer service by extending convenience
and control, reducing customer costs, servicing
out-of-area customers and provide uniform service at
all locations.
3. Improve internal performance by reducing personnel
cost and improve productivity, reducing paper




EFFECT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ON STAFF
There is nothing new in fear about the impact of new
technology on jobs. There are numerous examples of
anti-technology attitudes and refusal to work with new
machinery in engineering companies in Britain in the postwar
period, some would say with entirely predictable economic
consequences.
In examining the likely rate of change due to new
technology, it should not be overlooked that the banking
industry has a heavy investment in people and systems and
this limits the speed of change. New systems have to be
introduced alongside with existing ones and this often means
greater complexity, cost and time in ensuring that the new
system interfaces with existing ones. We should also
remember that people's behaviour takes far longer to change
than the time taken to introduce a new system or a new piece
of equipment. It is one thing to talk about the electronic
office and another to ask how managers will overcome their
dependence upon written material. It is safe to predict
that it will be a long time before executives cease to ask
for printed versions of important documents. The high speed
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printer will be an important addition to the Vedio Display
Unit and one can predict the emergence of filing systems and
an informal paper office running in parallel with the
technologically feasible electronic office of the future-
at least for many years.
Many of the people employed in banking are solely concerned
with operating a vast paper system. Since new technology is
theoretically capable of providing a paperless office and
systems of electronic funds transfer that could also
eliminate paper processing, it is easy to assume that many
of the jobs in banking will change substanially in the
future. However, there are many other factors that have to
be taken into account. Although jobs will change, it does
not follow that they will change as much as some predict, or
as rapidly. Where job content does change, there may be
changes in the type of people required to perform the job
but this does not necessarily follow. It is doubtful if the
type of person employed in data preparation or their
educational qualifications have changed at all. Machine
operators working accounting machines in a clearing bank
branch will have seen marked differences in the equipment
they use, the speed with which cheques can be processed, the
demands the machines make( they are easier to operate), and
very often, (particularly in larger branches) the way jobs
are structured. None the less there has not been any
significant change in the type of person used to operate
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these machines.
Many of the activities performed in banking consist of low
grade clerical tasks. It is easy to concentrate on the
cashier and the machanist but forget, for example, those
engaged in making up and dispatching statements with their
enclosures as well as a number of other 'compiling and
stuffing' activities. No doubt it is technically possible
to automate these, but the variety of tasks and relatively
low volumes make this unlikely to be a viable proposition in
most branches. Since these tasks are likely to be required
for a very long time, there will be a continuing requirement
for people to perform low grade clerical work.
At more senior levels, changes in jobs are likely to be more
fundamental. The availability of much more information on
demand will enable credit decisions to be decentralised to a
greater extent and 'credit scoring systems' are possible
which can automate many of these decisions. There will be
more emphasis on obtaining and checking information for
input into data banks as well as updating that information.
Experience shows that having more information available
leads to even more information being required. Computers do
not provide all the information that is required, and there
seems to be always a need for some additional human work
with even the most sophisticated system. Although updating
of company customer files with the latest information should
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be largely automatic, better, faster and more up-to-date
information will become a prime requirement both as service
to customers themselves and for the use of corporations.
Instead of spending tedious hours obtaining essential
information on which to make lending decisions, more time
can be spent on marketing and finding new customers on whom
traditional skills of banking can be used.
In conclusion, it is worth pointing out that most people
seem to accept changes in job content as a result of new
technology quite naturally, and the evolutionary nature of
change means that although the content of job may have
altered substantially, we still need much the same type of
people to perform them. The implications are much more
likely to be seen in changes to career progressions than in
the type of people whom we shall employ.
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CHAPTER 8
EFFECTS ON COMPUTER VENDORS
A. Competitive Strategy
A recent survey reveals that there are 147 major computer
vendors at present in Hong Kong. Nearly all banks'
central computer systems are instaled with IBM main frame
computers which are the standards of the industry. The
competition nowadays is basically on price/performance.
There is a saying in the computer business circle, To
compete with IBM is not to compete with IBM, by that,
machine vendors try to avoid heads-on competition with
IBM in the main frame computer business, but to
concentrate their efforts on producing IBM-compactible
peripherals at lower prices.
B. Market Capture Strategy
Though IBM captures every segment of the banking
activities( e.g. local banks, foreign banks and Chinese
banks), it does not dominate the market to so much an
extent as its operations in the United States. Other
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machine suppliers( e.g.DEC, NCR, Amdahl etc.) are
capturing the market of peripherals. The peripherals
market includes plug compactibles such as control units,
disk storage units, tape units, terminals, teller
machines which they can provided at a much lower price
and prossess comparable capabilities with IBM machines.
The small suppliers are able to capture the peripherals
market because seldom does a bank in Hong Kong rely
solely on a single machine supplier and the consideration
of buying a new machine is basically on price.
Besides competition of machine suppliers around IBM, the
competition between the numerous medium sized suppliers
is also fiece. Because of the perceived quality and
confidence in machines of any make is largely affected by
the number of previous instalations, the fundamental
strategy is "How to get started?". IBM and NCR get
started in Hong Kong at almost the same in the
competition of Automated Teller Machines (ATMs), but
nowadays there are few banks using IBM make ATMs( e. g.
Bank of China had instaled IBM machines at the very first
beginning of the ATM campaigns but now carrying more than
100 NCR ATM machines and only a dozen of IBM machines.
Wing On bank is still the most "loyal" customer of IBM
with their installations 100% IBM.).
The basis of competition is thus on the ability to
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capture a sizable market share to start up with and
consolidation of market follows. The ability of the
machines to communicate with machines of the same bank or
with other outside banks is also a decisive factor since
nowadays the transaction among banks using Electronics
Fund Transfer System( E.F.T.S.) is ever increasing.
Machine supplers are encouraged to capture a goup of
related banks such as the group of Chinese Banks( e.g.
JETCO) rather than one client at a time.
C. Product Strategy
The concept of distributed computer system is getting
popular in Hong Kong, particularly the well established
banks. More and more banks are installing Personal
Computers (PCs) for their executives as seperated
workstations. The employment of PCs at dispersed areas of
operations of the bank forces the computer vendors to
design PCs that can talk to the other PCs. This can be
done by transferring recorded data in magnetic floppy
disks or by hard-wiring of the machines. The latter
technique being the most expensive way but nevertheless
the most efficient way. Furthermore, some PCs are so
designed that they can be used as stand-alone
microcomputers as well as terminal devices of the central
computer system( e.g. IBM PC 370/XT, which can be wired
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to the. VM/370, one of the most common operating system,
as well as the capability of a stand-alone
microcomputer).
D. Sales Strategy
The computer business is characterised by the short life
cycle of the machines. New products are rushing into the
market and old machines becoming obsolete( planned
obsoletion and natural obsoletion). The machine
purchasers from the bank are then reluctant to make
volume purchases such as replacing or upgrading the old
machines. Leasing of computer equipment seems to be a
solution to the problem, but not many finance companies
are willing to be engaged in the risky business because
computers becomes obsolete so soon when new products
come .The outdated machines are difficult to be re-sold
and have very low salvage value. The dollar amount
involved is also large camparing to the leasing business
prevailing nowadays in Hong Kong, a typical IBM main
frame computer system costs around$ 2-5 millions. The
finance company is thus better financially backuped by
the computer vendors( e.g. The IBM Credit Corporation in




The establishment of account marketing teams, comprising
of marketeers, service engineers, software/hardware
engineers who are experienced banking application
specialists can better serve the users. Tailor-made
applications can be provided to best satisfy the users'
needs. This will not only keep the loyal customers and
confidence improved, but also motivates further
purchases.
Finally, the competitiveness depends on to what extend do
the computer company can come up with innovative
applications for the banks or for the customers of the
banks. Try to position yourselves at the position of
your client, and figure out what your problems are and go




Looking at the past, computerization in the banking industry
can be broken down into three phars es.
Pharse 1. Off-line batch processing system
This kind of system was used during the 1960s.
There were several seperate batch processing units
inside a bank but there was no communication or
connection among them. The major purpose is to
facilitate clerical work.
Pharse 2. Seperate on-line banking system
During 1970s, this kind of system was very popular
in the banking industry. These were seperate
on-line services for deposit, fund transfer and so
on. However, batch processing was used after on
line data capture.
Pharse 3. Total on-line banking system
In 1980s, total on-line processing was used for
almost all kinds of banking business. This system
aimed at integrating data processing,
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communication and text processing as well as to
integrate branch and head office information.
Looking to the future, one point must be made.
However well we can assess trends and draw up
plans now, we must expect that with all the
uncertainties of the future economic situation,
government policy, customer demands., and
competition, major strategically important issues
will emerge unexpectedly which will cause us to
adapt our plans. One prime requirement we must
plan for is adaptability.
In the immediate future the banks' concerns are
with the trends in costs. Technology can offer
immediate assistance here. The most appropriate
use of the banks' existing automated services will
enable considerable economies to be achieved- in
the payment of incomes of all kinds by automated
credit, in the payment of regular bills of many
kinds by standing orders and direct debit, in the
provision of cash and other routine services by
self-service banking. For the corporate customer,
ther is already considerable scope to achieve
administrative efficiency (with benefits to banks)
by encouraging the most appropriate use of the
banks' many services.
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In the medium to longer term, the imaginative use
of information technology will enable banks to
compete more effectively with other institutions
in the provision of financial services. A wide
range of new financial products is likely, based
on the plastic card card-activated ATMs will
continue but we can expect to see point-of-sale
terminals in stores, petrol stations- indeed,
anywhere where electronic funds transfer of that
kind brings benefits to the user, the retailer and
the banks. The use of memory cards could
substitute for cash in some circumstances. The
extension of such developments to allow a
significant volume of banking activities to be
initiated from the business office using
self-service banking systems seems very likely.
In the very long term, we must be alert to an even
wider pattern of change. It is generally true
that the method of payment is of less interest to
the payer than the goods or service he is paying
for. We can see that payment systems, and money
systems, are only parts of wider information
systems. As we move steadily to what has been
called an 'Information Society', we shall, all of
us, make progressively greater use of electronic
information systems for all sorts of purposes.
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In this distant future society, we shall still use
cash, and cheques, and plastic cards, but we will
increasingly use the products of information
technology to obtain information about our work,
hobbies, other interests- and our financial
affairs. We will find that these will offer the
benefits of convenience and control in all our
activities that we wish to have (otherwise, we
will not use them).
It will be important for banks to regard
themselves as being in the 'information business'
and not to limit their consideration to their
existing classification of services. Already
their are examples of banks adopting such a
business strategy. The challenge for us in the
future will be to do so profitably.
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Section A: General Information
1. Name of your bank:
2. Your bank is
A. U.S. based bank B. European bank
C. Third World based bank D. Bank of China related bank
D. Local bank E. Other
( please specify)
3. Types of business you are mainly dealing with.




4. Is any of the following area has been computerized and when were
they done? (you may tick more than one)
When
A. Retail banking section (checking accounts
and saving accounts' transactions etc.)
B. Foreign exchange dealing
C. Internal information transfer(e.g.credit
information, inter-offices information
etc.)
5. Brand and model of the computer that you are using.
Brand Model
Section B: Automatic Teller Machines (ATMs)
6. Has your bank installedn automatic teller mar-hinps?
A. Yes B. No (if your answer is no, please
go to question 15)
Questions 7 to 14 apply to those answered 'yes' in question 6.
7. When does your bank first install these ATMs.
8. How many machines are being put into operation now?
9. What do you think are the major benefits (advantages) of installing
these ATMs.
10. What do you think i s the instal latinn rust- ner marhinn?
11. Which of the following do you think is true.
A. Cost of each ATM is greater than the benefit derived from it.
B. The benefit derived from each ATM is greater than its cost.
12. What percentage of withdrawal of money from saving accounts is
being made through ATMs.
0% 10 20 30 40 50% 60 70 80 90 100%
13. Does your bank
A. satisfy with the present ATM system OR
B. going to modify the whole system in the near future
If your answer is B. why?
14. Which type of ATM your bank is using?
Brand Model
Please go to question 17
15. What is the main reason that your bank does not install ATMs'
A. Too costly B. Not relates to our present services
C. Not compatible with the D. Other reasons
present computer (please specify)
16. Will your bank install ATMs in the near future?
A. Yes B. No.
Why?
If your answer is 'yes', when will they be installed?
17. Has the bank install any mirco-computer on corporate accounts to
facilitate transfer of funds among corporate accounts?
A. Yes (please go to question 19)
B. No
18. Will your bank provide this kind of service in the near future?
A. Yes B. No
Reasons:
Please go to question 21.
19. When were they installed?
20. How many mirco-computer of this kind are being installed?




1 2 3 4 5
Reasons:
22. Do you think innovative usage on computer facilities is a must in
competing with other banks?
certainly certainly
yes no
1 2 3 4 5
Section C: Internal Credit Information System
23. Does your bank engage in consumer, commercial or institutional
lending activities?
A. Yes B. No
24. How is the credit information of each borrower being stored and
accessed at the present moment?
stored in stored in




1 2 3 4 5
if your answer is 1, please go to question 26.
2,5. What are the reasons that your bank does not use a fully comput-
erized credit information system.
A. Too costly B. Not enough computer expertise
C. Present computer not D. Other reasons:
capcable of doing thi (please specify)
26. How frequent is the credit information being updated (reviewed)
in QPnPra1
B. Once and for allA. Once a year




Section D: Configuration of the computer
27. Would you classify your computer system as
A. Centralized system B. Decentralized system
C. Distributed system
28. How many mirco-computer has your bank installed at present?
29. Are they wired with other mircos or the central system?
A. Yes B. No
30. How many mircos would your bank purchase in the coming 2 years?
31. Which type of computer configuration do you think is more cos t/
performance justifiable in your department?
A. A number of stand alone mirco-computer where data are transfer-
able by means of floppy diskettes only.
B. A large network of mirco-computers only.
C. A single installation of medium to large size mainframe computer
with several users.
D. A number of mirco-computer connected to the central computer
system.
32. In considering to instal a computer system, which one of the
following,would you prefer.
A. Whole range of productd( CPUs, terminals, disk drives etc.)
from a single supplier.
B. A combination of different brands that is most cost/effective.




1 2 3 4 5
34. Does your bank has an in-house computer system development team?
(e.g. system analyst, programmers, administrators etc.)
A. Yes B. No
35. Where are all the decisions on computerization being made?
top level Middle level low level
management management management
1 z 3 4 5






QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE COMPUTER VENDORS
I GENERAL INFORMATION
1. Name of company
2. Business Address
3.Type of product
4. Brands of products covered






f) Others (Please specity)
6. Types of services provided,
a) Equipment selling
b) Equipment rental services
c) Equipment leasing services
7. Does your company provides 24 hours maintainence services
to your customers. YES/ NO
II SPECIFIC BANKING PRODUCTS
1. Is there any business lines( services/Installations)
related to the banking industry applications. YES/ NO
2. If YES, which?
a) Centeral mainframe computers
b) Automated Teller Machines( ATM)
c) Microcomputers
d) Software products/ services
3. What do you think of the current status of the banking
industry?
1 2 3 4 5
not computerized highly
computerized in computerized
at all all key areas in every aspects
4. Do you think that there is room for future areas for
computerization which is possible and justifiable
in terms of cost/effectiveness?
YES, future areas includes:
NO, please state why
5. Do you think your company can supply the banks with every








7. What percentage of your company's revenue is related to







1. Which one of the following do you think is most likely to
account for the growth and profitability of your company?
a) An aggressive and well trained sales team that
can sell
b) A well trained backup force of after sales services team
of Systems Engineers and Field Engineers.
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